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Since the last two decades, archives collecting African Since the last two decades, archives collecting African 
music – both on the continent and in the Global North music – both on the continent and in the Global North 
– find themselves increasingly confronted with a growing – find themselves increasingly confronted with a growing 
interest in historical recordings of popular music. Researinterest in historical recordings of popular music. Resear
chers, musicians and representatives of the music industry chers, musicians and representatives of the music industry 
have come to appreciate these recordings as scholarly subhave come to appreciate these recordings as scholarly sub
jects, as artistic inspiration, or as untapped commercial rejects, as artistic inspiration, or as untapped commercial re
sources. With more and more collections being digitized, sources. With more and more collections being digitized, 
access to the material could easily be granted globally and access to the material could easily be granted globally and 
the interests of the above mentioned groups could be met. the interests of the above mentioned groups could be met. 
Especially, African academics and artists could access the Especially, African academics and artists could access the 
music easily from their respective countries, and thus, a music easily from their respective countries, and thus, a 
digital repatriation of the music would be possible. Howedigital repatriation of the music would be possible. Howe
ver, given that currently most popular music recordings fall ver, given that currently most popular music recordings fall 
under copyright legislation, archives face a situation where under copyright legislation, archives face a situation where 
they may want to grant access but are prevented to do so they may want to grant access but are prevented to do so 
by law.by law.

This workshop brings together archivists, scholars, law maThis workshop brings together archivists, scholars, law ma
kers, lawyers, business people and musicians to address kers, lawyers, business people and musicians to address 
the following issues:the following issues:

• • How do we allow for an accessibility of our collections How do we allow for an accessibility of our collections 
while at the same time respecting copyright laws?while at the same time respecting copyright laws?

• • Is such an access already a digital restitution or repatriIs such an access already a digital restitution or repatri
ation, or does this take more?ation, or does this take more?

• • What kind of ethical, legal and technical framework What kind of ethical, legal and technical framework 
does it take to make the music available?does it take to make the music available?

• • How do we apply CARE criteria for the AMA’s and How do we apply CARE criteria for the AMA’s and 
other archives’ holdings and data?other archives’ holdings and data?

• • What would be the collective benefit of such an avaiWhat would be the collective benefit of such an avai
lability?lability?

• • Which hegemonic aspects of research infrastructure Which hegemonic aspects of research infrastructure 
between Africa, Europe and the Americas, but also between Africa, Europe and the Americas, but also 
within Africa do we have to keep in mind?within Africa do we have to keep in mind?

Participants will discuss these issues in a number of roundParticipants will discuss these issues in a number of round
tables that will allow to address different interests and pertables that will allow to address different interests and per
spectives visàvis the workshop theme.spectives visàvis the workshop theme.

PROGRAM

Wednesday, 21st September 2022

WORKSHOP THEME AND KEYNOTE

2.30-4.00 pm  Presentation of the workshop   
    theme and the participants

4.30-6.00 pm Martin Kretschmer:  
    Copyright and Non-use.  
    Public Keynote

6.15-6.45 pm Guided Tour through the AMA

Reception

Thursday, 22th September 2022

ROUND TABLES

9.00-10.30 am Copyright and digitization in the  
    African music landscape: what are  
    the opportunities and obstacles?

Coffee break

11.00-12.30 am How do we allow for an   
    accessibility of our collections   
    while at the same time respecting  
    copyright laws?

Lunch

2.00-3.30  pm Africa’s interest: which hegemonic  
    aspects of research infrastructure  
    between Africa, Europe and the  
    Americas, but also within Africa,  
    do we have to keep in mind?
Coffee break

4.00-5.30  pm Challenges: what kind of ethical,  
    legal and technical framework does  
    it take to make the music available?

    Summary of results
Dinner


